
WRITING ABOUT PCHUM BEN FESTIVAL IN CAMBODIA

Date: Sep 27, 28, 29 October is the month when Cambodian people celebrate the festival of Phchum Ben. Together with
Khmer New Year in April.

Four kinds of spirits coming from hell Four different kinds of spirits are released. In actuality, the ancient,
traditional festival lasted three months, ending on the fifteenth day, of the tenth month of the year. The day is a
time when many Cambodians pay their respects to deceased relatives of up to 7 generations. That would be
very rude and disrespectful. To give help to the less-fortunate, particularly during Pchum Ben, is to acquire
merit. They make small balls of food and go to the pagoda. Because during Kan Ban it is now the task of the
monks to recite protective prayers during the nights. Os many of the Buddhist traditions seem to relate to
feeding the poor. After hearing the signal, people bring Ben rice to pagodas. In larger pagodas, there are many
more. The offerings made are shared by the poor and the disabled during Pchum Ben and the donors acquire
merit to cancel out past sins. In each of these bowls, the Cambodians put some of the rice they brought with
them. There are also some families who do not travel and stay in for the whole holiday. People also make
offerings of money, dresses and other items to the monks in the temples. There they throw the balls of food
just outside the temple. They do this in the hope that their gifts will lead to the alleviation of the sins of their
ancestors. Bay Bens are balls of sticky rice cooked in coconut milk with various ingredients depending on
local customs. Especially in rural areas, believers throw their rice balls into the air or onto the fields. If the
monks were active, walking around, they could destroy the young plants. In addition, Buddhist followers
explained that it is a personal advantage to offer alms to the monks. It was as if they were saying that their
choice to convert was a personal decision, but one that shouldn't be imposed on the souls who died before.
Around October in the western calendar. A Ben is an offering.


